
Achieve increased conversions, lower
bounce rates and higher engagement
by building a clear web strategy and

writing better copy.

HOW TO ENSURE 
YOUR WEBSITE IS YOUR 

TOP-PERFORMING SALESPERSON
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THE SUCCESS STORY OF "RING"

In 2013, Jamie Siminoff invented the smart
home and home security company "Ring."

The idea for 'Ring' came up because of an
annoying problem. 

He could never hear his doorbell ring while he
was working in his garage on his latest
invention. 

What he did was create a doorbell with Wi-Fi to
send an alert to his phone anytime, anywhere. 



"RING" SOLD TO AMAZON FOR $1 BILLION.

When he started pre-selling and asking customers why they bought it,
one woman said:

“My neighbor’s house was robbed, and the robbers actually
rang the doorbell. If that ever happened to me, now I can
answer it and act like I’m home.”

the "big idea" that helped unlock the right message





GREAT COPY TELLS PEOPLE 
HOW COOL THEY CAN BE. 
NOT HOW COOL YOU ARE.

SELLS THE EMOTIONAL BENEFIT OF THE BENEFIT
APPEALS TO ONES SELF INTEREST 
INFLUENCE A PERSON TO EXCHANGE HIS OR HER HARD-
EARNED MONEY FOR YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE.

1.
2.
3.

 
 

The best place to start is to understand who your
customer is, what problem you solve, and how you
improve their lives. Once you know this, you can
can write copy that does these three things:



DOES YOUR WEBSITE COPY 
PASS THE "ME" TEST?
We naturally want to talk about ourselves for this
thing that we created to help you solve a problem. 

       “We are redefining task management.” 

When you think and write like this, you’re putting
the customer’s needs second. You’re cooler than
them. You’re selling, not telling.

        "Open one app to see your to-do lists, not five."

Replace me statements like "We/I/Our" with "you"
or "your" statements. 

"I show you how" to "Discover how to"



CHALLENGE THE READER TO THINK DIFFERENTLY BY... 
SELLING THE DREAM RESULTS, NOT THE PRODUCT OR SERVICE.
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Squarespace doesn't
just sell a tool to make 
a website.

They give people a way
to make their big ideas a
real thing.



5 things I look for in a website when I get there 
Before your site or new offer goes live, write down the answers to these five
questions. This will help you write clear, compelling copy. 

Who are you helping?

What is the problem you're solving?

What is the 'wow' transformation

Why should I choose you?

How do I take the next step?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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FOUR OF THE MOST IMPACTFUL
WORDS IN COPYWRITING
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You
New
Imagine
Free

1.
2.
3.
4.



WANT PEOPLE TO STAY ON YOUR WEBSITE? 
IT STARTS WITH YOUR HOMEPAGE

What is the ideal action you want visitors to take?
Subscribe to an email list? Browse your inventory? Contact you? 
Go to your services page? Use clear call to actions for what to do next like "Go here"

Describe a transformation
Think if they come to your website and immediately want to know, "what's in it for me?
Sell the emotional benefit of the benefit. 

If you're the face of your brand...
Have your face visible at the top of your homepage

Don't greet your new visitors with...
Blocks of text. A confusing headline like "Powerhouse solutions." No clear call
to action. Images and links that distract them from your goal



HOW TO KNOW WHAT COPY TO WRITE
Copy is more than words. It’s research, it’s having a deep understanding of who your
dream customers are, their awareness level, and what motivates them to buy.

In his popular book, Breakthrough Advertising, Eugene Schwartz breaks down a
prospects awareness level in five stages:

1. Unaware  The prospect doesn’t even realize he or she has a problem, which is a tough sell.
Get their attention by telling a story.

2. Problem Aware  The prospect knows they have a problem, but doesn’t fully understand it.
Challenge them with a secret. "Here's the real reason why...." or "How XYZ get (desired goal)."

3. Solution Aware  The prospect knows there is a solution LIKE yours, but not sure who to
trust. Use the proven method of state the problem and offer a solution and why it works. 

4. Product Aware  The prospect knows of your product, but hasn’t purchased yet. They're still
weighing options and researching. Promise them something. Say why you're different.

5. Most Aware  The prospect is a customer, past or present. Show them the deal. 
Make direct offer or highlight something new.



TIPS TO WRITE ATTENTION-GRABBING HEADLINES

#2:Start with the goal and answer the objection

#3: Show your brand authority

#1: Explain what you do as simply as you can
Anchor FM = Easiest way to create your podcast

I want a good meal but don't want to cook = 
"Get master chef meals at home without cooking"

The all-in-one platform for remote teams

How small businesses manage expenses

I want to to grow my hair back but embarrassed to ask doctor = 
"Hair growth supplements delivered to your door." 

Who Gives a Crap = 100% Bamboo & Recycled Toilet Paper

Dugout Mugs = Drink from a baseball bat

Fast = One click. No passwords. The world's fastest checkout.



   Window cleaning solutions 
for your home

 
   Get spotless windows 

to see outside again
 

You can visualize spotless windows and seeing
outside. You can’t picture 

“window cleaning solutions” right away.
The takeaway: visualization is effective

HOW TO AVOID LAZY COPYWRITING

Using vague and 
overused words like...

solutions
best-in-class
revolutionary

 
is an example of lazy copywriting.



WHAT TO INCLUDE ON THE TOP OF THE FOLD
The headline = the value your customer gets
The subtitle = How you deliver the value with your product (introduce product)
The visual = Show imagery of how your product works or the actual product 



Example copy from one of my clients 
& her photo booth business

The home page bounce rate went from 57% to 39%

Previous copy was too boring and
all about the keywords:

 
"The best modern photo booth

experience in Dallas" 
 

We went with emotional copy to
match the visuals and sells the

outcome.



QUICK COPY TIPS TO KNOW AND USE
Write like your audience talks
Use slang if your customers use it. Think of common phrases you use
describing your brand and include that in your copy.

Read your copy out loud!

Use real numbers instead of percentages
People relate better when you say, "7 out of 10 people..."
compared to 70% of customers...

Ask a question
Questions open up loops in our head that we naturally want to close. It
personalizes the reaction. Example: "Are you looking to (desired result)?" 

Use your customers words, not yours.
If a customer leaves a review saying, "I googled 'natural pain relief' and happy I
found this," you can write "Stop googling for 'natural pain relief,' you're in the
right place."



Finding 
a match is 
incredibly 

easy

Finding 
a match is 

simple

Use Active Voice vs Passive Voice.
Active voice and verbs have the person or thing do the action.  

Passive: Our hair supplement helped 9 out of 10 people get their hair back
Active: 9 out 10 people use (brand name) to successfully grow their hair back

Quick trick: You can easily revise weak, dull sentences by searching for and replacing
"be" verbs like "are/were/was/am" with active verbs.

MORE WEB COPY TIPS TO HELP YOU COMMUNICATE SUCCESSFULLY.

Keep it simple
The more understandable it is, the more credible and
confident you sound. Don't use a long word when a short
one says the same thing. Watch out for adverbs. Change
"Are you really tired of" to "Are you exhausted of"

Cut a word out if you can. Example: Change "You have the
ability to change" to "You can change"



Made from fresh hand-picked strawberries
Walk in and smell the hickory-smoked bacon
Does this sound good?
Cotton that feels as soft as a cloud

Use Visualization
Think of "melt in your mouth, not in your hand." or Allstate's "You're in good hands."  
Memorable messages are written in terms of vivid pictures and human actions.

You can write copy to appeal to the senses of the reader. Words like look/see/feel/smell/smile are
human emotions we can visualize. They create textures and scents even if it's in the mind of the reader.

Examples:

When in doubt, tell a story
A story activates parts in our brain that turn the story into our own experiences. This is called Neural
Coupling. Stories can trigger positive emotions which releases dopamine in the brain and makes the
story easier to remember with greater accuracy. 

Start with "Imagine" or "Remember when" or "Picture this."
This helps the reader sell to themselves because they are "playing along." They know a story is coming
and are more inclined to read the next line. 



Put your CTA button further down
You may think having your CTA button front and center is the best approach. But studies show more
people click on buttons when it'd further down on the page. Why?

Because you need to persuade the reader that you can help them before you ask them to buy. If you
haven't given enough information for them to reach out or start shopping, they'll get turned off.

CTA Tip: Think of it as a "call to value" — Example: "Get my free quote" instead of "Learn more."

A guide to testimonials on your website

Don’t create a separate page for testimonials. It rarely gets visits. Include testimonials on your home
page, about page, services and product pages. Sprinkle them in multiple places. 

My testimonial rules: Have them address objections from customers and how you solve them. 
Have them highlight your unique value proposition. 

Example from getshift.com: "If you use multiple Gmail accounts, you’re used to having to open several tabs
for everything. Shift alleviates this problem by opening up several accounts in one handy desktop client."



Generic copy vs. Specific copy

Reliable Customer Service   Hear from a helpful human within 48 hours
Let's create something amazing together   A website makes it real
Customers love us   Over 3,000 people use our product right now

Label your reader with a noun
If you say, "Melissa enjoys running," you're describing what Melissa likes to do. If you say, "Melissa is an
avid runner," you're answering, "who is Melissa." This helps make us relate more to Melissa.

Seth Godin explains that people really want is the ability to connect to each other. One way you can do
this is to make the reader feel part of a group.
Example: "Do you enjoy rugby?"   "Are you a rabid rugby fan?"

Powerful
High-Quality
Premium

Use metaphors to create vivid imagery
How do you visualize the following features?

Metaphors help us think of something tangible.
Examples: 
Premium materials  Feels like you're sleeping on a sea of marshmallows.  
Powerful, high-quality CBD gummies  CBD gummies with Thor-like power made with clean ingredients.
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Aspirational language tells you how
you can be closer to your best self.
Encourage the reader to want
something better and then deliver on
that promise. 

Give the reader hope, optimism,
accountability, respect, and a
solution to a "better you."

USE MY FAVORITE PSYCHOLOGICAL TRIGGER, ASPIRATIONAL LANGUAGE



FINAL THOUGHTS ABOUT WEBSITE OPTIMIZATION
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Don't neglect your website footer

Don't use image sliders or galleries on your homepage

Don't autoplay audio or video

Every page should have one clear action for the reader

Include the important pages on your navigation bar

(about/services/demo)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



THANK YOU!

@terry_schilling

terry@terryschillingwrites.com

Terry-Schilling

If you enjoyed this, want to say hi and learn more
copywriting tips, you can contact and follow me using
the resources below:


